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Sri Vidya And Srichakra
This book presents the incredible journey of Avadhoota Nadananda as he transforms from an inquisitive, young man to one who achieves the
highest spiritual awakening under the guidance of his spiritual Master. He takes the plunge into the relatively anonymous world of pure
spirituality beyond all comfort zones and emotions that an average human being can never imagine. Join us on Nadananda's journey to the
unfathomable, unimaginable and unthinkable as he travels across the length and breadth of India overcoming all odds to finally reach
Gyanganj (Shambala), the causal layer of earth and the world of Avadhootas located somewhere in Tibet. Walking without money, without
shelter, without even any clear destination as a wandering monk surrendered completely to his spiritual Master, he elevates his awareness
and establishes himself completely and firmly in the path of Avadhootas. Upon receiving the highest spiritual knowledge, he returns and
dedicates his life to serving humanity. Welcome to the journey of a lifetime that takes us through the mind and life of a simple man, a staunch
spiritualist, a man of uncanny tenacity and conviction, a super human, a complete disciple who never asked his Master “WHY?”. The
exceptional story of a living master, Avadhoota Nadananda. The Man. The Vulnerability. The Tenacity. The Determination. The Grace. The
Purpose. The Miseries. The Masters! "A Masterpiece beyond definitions! The journey of a thinking man into the unthinkable realms of true
spirituality, guided by his powerful guru, chiseled through unforgiving lifestyles in the toughest terrains of Himalayas, to great heights of super
conscious existence! A modern day epic. A must read indeed" -- Mohanji
The hymn, Sri Lalitambika-Sahasra-nama-Stotra, forms a part of the instructions Bhagawan Hayagriva communicated to Maharshi Agastya.
The hymn is given in the Brahmanda-puruna and is used in the ceremony honoring Sri Vidya and as an independent spiritual practice for
attaining the four objectives of human life. If Sri Lalitambika-Sahasra-nama-Stotra recitation and the Sri Lalita-sahasranamavalih worship are
performed, then the ceremony honoring Sri Vidya is effective and the rewards include curing all diseases and increasing all wealth, but the
main purpose is the attainment of beatitude. Sri Lalita-sahasranamavalih is the list of 1000 names from the Lalita-sahasranama, describing
her various forms, aspects and functions. It is in honor of the Goddess Lalita Ambika. Lalita means the playful one. Her play is creation and
the functions of the universal energy. Ambika means the mother, the one who sustains. This text depicts the external and internal beauty of
Lalita. As one starts internalizing the process, one begins to see the beauty within oneself and then the entire external world becomes
beautiful as well. The Sahasranama also talks about the Goddess in the form of Sri Chakra or Sri Vidya and as Kundalini, the energy within.
A guide for healing, inner happiness and spiritual awakening by activating and developing your lightbodyThe first book Meditation and Qigong
Mastery elaborates on the meditation and Qigong principles that masters use to activate and develop their lightbodies, also called EMF
(electromagnetic fields), Wei Qi or merkaba, which is the missing mastery principle not discussed by eastern authors in their meditation and
Qigong books. Omkabah heart lightbody activation and Maitreya (Shiva) Shen Gong are introduced. Quotations on inner mastery by
meditation masters are included to guide the readers toward the path of inner mastery. Powerful mantras are also included to unite the
meditation practitioners to the spiritual divine energy of the ancient lineage of the Siddha and Buddhist Masters. Lastly, the merkaba energy
ball of light with holographic sound healing is taught for healing and spiritual awakening.
Saundarya Lahari the great hymn of Sri Sankara dealing with the cult of Mother worship is the most popular Sanskrit hymn of its kind. In this
text the Divine Mother is adored in Her creative aspect under the name Tripura which means the Mother who embodies the three Bindus or
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creative stresses. The first fortyone verses which are the source of various mantras deal chiefly with the Sri-chakra which is called the Abode
of Siva-Sakti and which forms the special symbol of worship for devotees of the Devi.Swami Tapasyananda has rendered a signal service to
the cause of Sakti worship by bringing out this excellent edition of the famous text The Saundarya Lahari with the original in Sanskrit its
transliteration English translation and elaborate notes for the benefit of the English-knowing people.
Contents: The Way of the Tantra; The Concept of the Chakra; The King of Chakras; The Emergence of Sri Chakra; Bindu and Trikona; The
Threefold and Ninefold Division; The Nine Chakras; The Two in One; The Deities; Sri Chakra and the Mantra; Sri Chakra and the Guru; Sri
Chakra and the Human Body; Sri Chakra -- Formulations; Outer Worship; Inner Worship; Meditations.
The temple for the Lord of Vengadam in Tirumala (Andhra Pradesh, India) is one of the richest places of worship in the entire world with everincreasing popularity, the footfall of devotees on the Seven Hills touching a whopping figure of seventy thousand on weekdays and one
hundred thousand during the weekends. The Temple's annual budget hovers around 25 billion rupees. This world record to fame and riches
is not without its flip side. The temple has become the focal point for a variety of controversies-some created by the political class, some by
historians with an axe to grind, and some more by Hindus with a sectarian outlook. The never-ending dispute is over the identity of the idol as
a result of the age-old conflict between the worshippers of Siva and Vishnu, the two most important deities of the Hindu pantheon. Taking
their cue from this, Neo-Buddhists joined the fray with the claim that the temple was a Buddhist shrine and that it was converted into Vishnu
temple by "wily Brahmins." The book aims to unravel the mystery over the history of the temple, providing a historical perspective to the issue
and thus establishing the real identity of the Lord, which is indisputably that of the Vishnu.
Shri Lalita Trishati, like Lalita Sahasranama is discussed in Lalitopakhyana of Brahmandapurana, which is in the form of conversation
between Shri Hayagriva (an incarnation of Vishnu and is considered as the presiding God for knowledge) and sage Agastya, who is a great
worshiper of Parashakti through his own Panchadashi mantra which is different from the regular Panchadashi mantra (composed by
Manmatha, who is also known as Cupid). Trishata means three hundred. Shri Lalita Trishati consists of three hundred namas, carved out of
fifty nine couplet verses. Shri Lalita Devi has four forms viz. gross form, Kamakala form, Kundalini form, and mantra form. All these forms are
explained in Lalita Sahasranama such as kamakala rupa (322), kundalini (110), mantra-sara (846), mahamantra (227). She is worshiped in
various gross forms such as Kali, Tara, Gayatri (420), Mahalakshmi (210), etc. Kamakala is Her subtler form, where She remains intimately
with Shiva. Her kundalini form is the subtlest of all and if She is made to ascend, She rushes to the top of the head, sahasrara, where She
spends intimate moments with Her Lord Shiva. Worshiping Her mantra form is known as Shri Vidya. She represents all letters and words in
the form of Shabdabrahman (Lalita Sahasranama 204 sarvamantra-svarupini). Each of Her gross form, such as Kali, Tara, etc as mentioned
in Dashamahavidya, is worshipped with different mantras and these worships are known as Tantras. All the three hundred namas have been
explained in detail by drawing references from Lalita Sahasranama , Upanishads, Saundaryalahari, Bhagavad Gita, etc. The namas are
printed both in English and Sanskrit. Standard IAST format is used throughout this book.
Chanting or listening to the one thousand names of the Lalit? Sahasran?ma is a treasured practice among lovers of Lalit? Dev?. This
commentary takes a non-traditional approach and provides a primer on ?r?vidy?.
Hymn to Tripurasundar? (Hindu deity).
The Kularnava is perhaps the foremost Tantra of the Kaula School and is constantly cited as an authority in Tantric literature. It is worthy of
close study by those who would understand the tenets and practice of the tradition of which it is a Sastra. The Introduction by Arthur Avalon
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gives a concise outline of the work. Sri M.P. Pandit who is a keen student of the Tantras and Vedas has rendered the work in English in
eleven chapters. The readings are free translations, with annotations where necessary, omitting technical details but preserving the spirit and
essential import of the original in his characteristically lucid style. The Kularnava prescribes the modes of preparation for the high quest; it
draws upon ethics, religion, philosophy, yoga to elevate human life gradually to the level of godly life. It comprehends the multiple personality
of man and provides for the healthy growth of his mental faculties, purification of his physical faculties through ritual, japa, mantra and
upasana. Who is fit for the path of Tantra? Who is competent to guide the novice on the double - edged razor path? What is the responsibility
of a Guru to a disciple? These and other relevant questions are raised and answered in a satisfying manner.
Yoga is flying across the shores of Bharatha all over the world like an eagle. The entire humanity needs yoga today. If going after Yoga to get
rid of diseases is one dimension, using Yoga to make our body healthy so that we can enjoy material pleasures is the other dimension. This
was not what those great Rshis who evolved Yoga had in mind. Yoga is another name for pure living. If man lives, being aware of the
purpose for which he was created, what else can it be excepted in Yoga? Human body is a temple. In a larger sense, it is the dwelling place
of gods. Whatever one finds in the world is present in the human body. We have 72,000 Nerves in the body, also we have 72,000 Nadies
which are subtle channels and centres of energy. We get a detailed account of these in books on Hatayoga. In this background Mudras and
Bandhas occupy a place of great significance. We have a considerably difficult challenge to convert this Annamaya body into one, the object
of which is Dharma Sadhana. Kalidasa has announced, "Shareeramadyam khalu dharma sadhanam". Our sages have said, "Manaeva
manushyanam karanam bandha mokshayoho" Our mind is the cause of both Bandha and Moksha. In that case how can we make use of the
techniques available to us to the best of our advantage? "Mudras" help us to keep our body and mind pure and chaste. They are tools to lead
us to life fulfilment. When we activate the nerve and nadi centres in the body, they make the flow of energy smooth. Our body is a fantastic
machine designed by the Creator. He has set in it a super computer called the 'Brain'. All the activities in our body are controlled by the Mind.
The pressure exerted on certain key points in the body and in hands, energises the centres in the brain. We have come to know this truth as
a result of experiments conducted in different parts of the world. Acupressure specialists assert that if we activate certain points in the legs,
hands and ears, we can ward off a number of disorders of the body. In our ancient Tantra Marga we hear about "Khechari Mudra". During five
thousand years after sage Vedavyasa, our ancestors have devised a number of ways to help man keep himself fit. They are simple and
workable. We get a sea of information about Mudra Science in a number of books on Yoga shastra and Tantra Shastra. In a few of our epics
also, we get references to these Mudras.
The quest for wellness is universal and has always featured prominently in human history. To move ahead in this journey, learn all about the
mystical energy centers that are integral to the ancient Indian traditions of Yoga and Ayurveda. The Chakras are inner portals of harmony,
linking the physical and spiritual planes, thus offering a deep and time-tested formula for transformation, abundance and the ability to hack
into one’s own power of manifestation. Using simple and everyday language, this book equips you with the ability to harness the potential of
the tremendous internal energy pools that lie dormant in the body, and helps you to channelize it and act upon your life purpose by presenting
Chakras as a tool for self-development. The book delves into concepts such as Sankhya, Yoga philosophies and the Karma doctrine in order
to establish the context of how the Chakra energies work. It outlines the various aspects (such as sound, colour, mandala, body parts, related
ailments and dysfunctions) associated with each of the seven chakras while recommending time-tested remedies to bring each chakra into a
state of balance and harmony. Compatible with any spiritual path, the holistic perspective helps create a richer and more fulfilling life, from
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overcoming everyday challenges to taking charge of one’s wellbeing, expressing one’s true self and navigating life’s journey towards fullspectrum living. This is the second book by the author in the Spirituality Series. The first book, which was very well received by readers and
critics alike, was about the esoteric Sri Chakra Yantra.
“Sri Vidya begins where the current understanding of quantum physics ends,” say modern-day scholars about this little-known, highly
esoteric spiritual tradition that has been carefully kept under wraps by its secretive and serious practitioners. The study of Sri Vidya is
fascinating as much as it is frustrating because information about its various aspects is exceptionally hard to find. Tantra, Mantra and Yantra
of Sri Vidya is an endeavor to explore the Sri Vidya tradition and understand it as the unfolding of Shakti, the inherent power which lies at the
core of our being and holds the key to our worldly and spiritual success. Sri Vidya practice comprises tantra (a technique or framework for
worship) whose two main elements are mantra (sacred sound) and yantra (sacred geometry). Tantra can be described in simple terms as the
utilization of the mental faculty to pursue the objectives of worship using mantra and yantra. Mantra is the use of sound energy to bring about
oneness with the Divine while yantra is a geometric drawing that serves as a tool to reach the Divine. The book delves into concepts such as
Sankhya, Yoga, Karma and Kundalini in order to establish the context of how Sri Vidya is to be approached, combining elements of
knowledge, devotion and ritual. The author has kept in mind the sensibilities of the modern spiritual seeker and their needs and interests,
presenting the information in a non-dogmatic and practical manner, thereby allowing everyone an opportunity to learn and experience the
benefits of Sri Vidya. This is the third book by the author in the Spirituality Series. The first book was about the Sri Chakra Yantra and the
second book had Chakras as its subject.
There are many books written in abstract language on the Tantra Upasana known as Sri Vidya. However, they contain highly technical words,
mantras and rituals which are beyond the understanding of a layman who is alien to the concept of Hindu religion. Hence, more than
enlightening the reader, they confuse him. In this aspect, this book is different in its diction. It tries to explain the abstruse subject of Sri Vidya
in simplest possible terms, highlighting its most benign form of practices. Explaining the meanings of important mantras from the Upanishads,
the connection between Sri Vidya and the Vedas has been established in this book. In addition, the four paths of Sri Vidya have been briefly
touched upon, introducing the readers to the practical aspects of these four esoteric paths. Dispelling the fear of Tantra and the worship of
God in his feminine aspect, the entire subject of Sri Vidya has been explained in this book. If the reader develops interest in the sadhana of
Sri Vidya after reading this work, we feel our efforts in writing this book are fulfilled.

This is a book of inspirational stories of Swami Rama's experiences and lessons learned with the great teachers who
guided his life including Mahatma Gandhi, Tagore and more. "Buy this book for yourself. Each page is filled with joy and
cheer. What I like best us that Swami Rama's message does not require us to transform ourselves, it teaches that we are
already perfect." -- Judith Benn Hurley, author of The Good Herb, Savouring the Day and Healing Secrets of the Seasons
"One of the great spiritual classics of all time. An insider's view of hidden adepts who live outside time and space as we
know it, yogis and yogis who can't possibly exist- but do!" -- Linda Johnsen, author of The Living Goddess: Reclaiming
the Tradition of the Mother of the Universe
This book, a sequel to the bestseller Autobiography of an Avadhoota, covers memorable experiences of Avadhoota
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Nadananda’s childhood and his later life as a sanyasi (renunciate monk), Guru, Avadhoota and a social worker. The
reader travels with him as he determinedly journeys through the vicissitudes of his early life, climbing the lofty peaks of
the Himalayas to Gyanganj, the land of the Avadhootas, sharing his overflowing joy in serving fellow human beings and
eventually finding his successor. It outlines the multifaceted life of Avadhoota Nadananda through his memories as an
Avadhoota with a vision, a sadhaka (spiritual practitioner) with a mission, a dreaming social activist with great love for the
world, a guru with experiences to share, and a human being who only wanted to see his fellow beings live in eternal
harmony and mutual love. Welcome to the journey of a lifetime that takes us through the mind and life of a simple man, a
staunch spiritualist, a man of uncanny tenacity and conviction, a super human, a complete disciple who never asked his
Master “WHY?”. The exceptional story of a living master, Avadhoota Nadananda. The Man. The Vulnerability. The
Tenacity. The Determination. The Grace. The Purpose. The Miseries. The Masters! "A Masterpiece beyond definitions!
The journey of a thinking man into the unthinkable realms of true spirituality, guided by his powerful guru, chiseled
through unforgiving lifestyles in the toughest terrains of Himalayas, to great heights of superconscious existence! A
modern-day epic. A must-read indeed" - Mohanji
This is the first Volume in English.This is an adaptation of the renowned Deivattin Kural, which is a compilation of
discourses of Kanchi Kamakoti Pithadhipati Sri Chandrashekhrendra Saraswati Mahaswamigal also known as
Mahaperiyavaa. The original work was compiled by Ra Ganapathy and for the benifit of English speaking public, an
adaptation in English is presented.
Treatise deals with the secret ??kta-Tantric worship.
This companion to the 2017 biography The Goddess and the Guru contains the essential teachings of Sri Amritananda
Natha Saraswati. This is the black-and-white, digitally printed version of the book for purchasers outside the United
States.
Discover how a 12,000-year-old mystical symbol holds the key to awakening your deepest inner potential and enhancing
your powers of manifestation. The Sri Chakra Yantra is an ancient symbol depicting the process of creation in a powerful
matrix which represents both the macrocosm (the Universe) and microcosm (the human body), thus acting as a powerful,
cosmic antenna that allows you direct access to communicate with the Universe. This book equips you with information
and skills necessary to harness the tremendous cosmic energies available in the Universe and channelize it to make
life’s dreams come true by presenting the Sri Chakra Yantra as a tool for self-development. The author has kept in mind
the sensibilities of the modern spiritual seeker and their needs and interests, presenting the information in a nondogmatic and practical manner, thereby allowing everyone an opportunity to learn and experience the benefits of the
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precious Sri Chakra Yantra.
Among the names Lalita is the best. Among the mantras, Shreevidya is the best. And in Shreevidya, the Kadividya is the
best. The Sreepura is the greatest among cities; among the Shreevidya Upasakas, Paramashiva is the prime devotee.
One is attracted to Shreevidya only in his last birth. Those who take to this worship will have no more births. It requires
an extraordinary merit to get initiated in Shreevidya. Can anyone see objects without vision or assuage their hunger
without taking food? Similarly, no one can attain Siddhi, or please the deity, without the help of Shreevidya. Let
Shreedevee shower the readers with her choicest blessings.Om Tat Sat
“Mudra” is a gesture made with fingers, hands or with entire body, sometimes coupled with breathing techniques to
stimulate the flow of energy in the body. Mudras originated thousands of years ago and were very well adopted in ancient
India, but of late, its essence is seen diminishing. With an intention to bring the benefits of Mudras to common man,
Yogacharya and Mudra Specialist Sri Dharanipragada Prakash Rao has published a book in Telugu (A language of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana States of India) by name “Mudralu, Bhandhaalu” which is result of his vast study and
research in the area of Yoga and Mudras. Till date it sold around 10,000 copies. To further strengthen the reach of this
knowledge and benefits to larger audience, Sri Prakash Rao along with his daughter Dharanipragada Deepthi have
brought forward a book in English by name “SAMPOORNA MUDRA VIGNAN” which is an encyclopedia to Mudras. It
covers 810 Mudras with pictures, which explains the procedure, time limit to perform the Mudras, their physical, mental
and spiritual benefits too. Apart from therapeutic use through Chikitsa mudras, this book also covers various mudras on
Pranayama, Dhyana (Meditation) to activate chakras, Puja mudras, Mantra mudras, Vaastu mudras, Natya mudras and
many more. This book categorizes Mudras based on how they are performed, such as Hasta Mudras which are practiced
with hands, Kaaya Mudras (with body), Sira Mudras (with head), Aadhaara Mudras (taking an external support), Mano
Mudras (by focusing the mind on something), Chakshu Mudras (using eyes), Bandha Mudras (internal locking
mechanisms). Last part of the book contains a detailed list of ailments with special mention about the Mudras which can
prevent or cure specific ailments. The reader can find his or her current health issue and practice the specific Mudras
proposed in the book to experience direct benefits of Mudras. Irrespective of the age, if staying fit is your goal, then this is
a “Book of all Times”! NOTE: Though most of the Mudras can be practiced by self to heal the health, there are some
Mudras which must be learnt and practiced only under the guidance of an expert Mudra Specialist. The results may vary
according to the level of concentration, belief, interest and practice. More books from same Author: Mudralu Bandhaalu Telugu Book Mudraye Aur Bandh - Hiindi Book Sampoorna Mudra Vignanam - Telugu Visit us: YouTube Channel:
www.youtube.com/c/YogaMudras Website: http://YogaMudras.org About the Author:
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https://www.amazon.com/author/dharanipragada.deepthi Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09GYP32L1/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_hsch_vapi_tkin_p1_i0 Hard Copy: Available on
Amazon.in, Flipkart.com Email: prakash.dharani@gmail.com; ddeepthi@gmail.com Mobile & Whattsapp: +91 98490
66765, +91 8978801247 To buy your hard copy of this book, contact us on email or whattsapp.
The concept of kundalini is extremely complicated. Understanding the concept itself needs a lot patience and dedication.
A considerable time need to be spent on practice. No amount of explanation is good enough to understand the concept.
The experience of kundalini may not be the same between two persons. This is basically because of the level of energy
is not be the same in everybody. The energy level of a person depends on various factors such as food, exercise,
meditation, thoughts, habits etc. One needs to have many positive qualities, a flexible body and self control. All these will
produce positive energies in our body. These are some of the minimum requirements even to have a look at the word
kundalini. Kundalini energy if properly aroused becomes kinetic and explodes like a thunder accompanied by lightning. It
is always advisable to practice it in the presence of a learned Guru. Practicing on your own will lead to serious nervous
and mental complications. Therefore, you are sincerely advised not to try on your own any of the procedures described
herein. We will discuss about kundalini in simplest and understandable terms
"Encyclopedia of World Religions" explores the major religions of the world, emphasizing the living faiths and their
background. Each illustrated volume provides access to the theological concepts, personalities, historical events,
institutions, and movements that helped shape the history of each religion and the way it is practiced.
One of the most famous – yet least understood – manifestations of Thelemic thought has been the works of Kenneth
Grant, the British occultist and one-time intimate of Aleister Crowley, who discovered a hidden world within the primary
source materials of Crowley’s Aeon of Horus. Using complementary texts from such disparate authors as H.P. Lovecraft,
Jack Parsons, Austin Osman Spare, and Charles Stansfeld Jones (“Frater Achad”), Grant formulated a system of magic
that expanded upon that delineated in the rituals of the OTO: a system that included elements of Tantra, of Voudon, and
in particular that of the Schlangekraft recension of the Necronomicon, all woven together in a dark tapestry of power and
illumination. The Dark Lord follows the themes in the writings of Kenneth Grant, H.P. Lovecraft, and the Necronomicon,
uncovering further meanings of the concepts of the famous writers of the Left Hand Path. It is for Thelemites, as well as
lovers of the Lovecraft Mythos in all its forms, and for those who find the rituals of classical ceremonial magic inadequate
for the New Aeon. Traveling through the worlds of religion, literature, and the occult, Peter Levenda takes his readers on
a deeply fascinating exploration on magic, evil, and The Dark Lord as he investigates of one of the most neglected
theses in the history of modern occultism: the nature of the Typhonian Current and its relationship to Aleister Crowley’s
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Thelema and H.P. Lovecraft’s Necronomicon.
Interpretive study of the ?r?cakra, esoteric diagram (yantra); according to Hindu tantras, with Bh?vanopadi?ad, ancient
text on meditation.
There are lot many books in stores about Sri Chakra worship. Worshipers do hear about Navaavarna, Nityaa Devis and
all. But there is no other authentic book describing about each of the Navaavarna and mapping the same with Sri Devi
Khadgamala Stotram and all. More specifically there is no other book to talk about the construction of Sri Chakra and
explain the nuances about the each of the triangle, square, circle, etc. This book is unique in this regard.
Some of puzzling Metaphilosophical Questions on Creation: 1) Who was there before creation? 2) Is there a beginning
and an end to this creation? 3) Do other universes exist, similar to the universe we live in? 4) What was the first principle
or tatwa that put the creation process into action? 5) Is there any controlling force to rule the universe and to keep the
universe harmonious? Some of the Cardinal cosmic laws are: “What is evolved is necessarily caused.”-- Cardinal cosmic
law - “Being originated it is destructible/changed.” -- Cardinal cosmic law - “What is caused is limited.” -- Cardinal
cosmic law Evolution takes place every moment*. “A moment is that period of time unit by which an Anu (atom) in motion
gives up its previous position and reaches the succeeding place.” — Maharshi Vyasa. (3000BC) *A moment (Kshana)
indicates the smallest unit of time. “Dharma is the form of Dharmi”. “There is no Dharma without a Dharmi” “Dharma
Parinama =Characteristic Manifestation is known as Creation” This subject of creation is generally considered obscure,
abstract, secretive and unfathomable. But knowledge is self-luminating and the Veda is knowledge. The ancient wisdom
of Bharathadesam is the source of illumination for the concepts of creation.
UNDERSTANDING AND WORSHIPING SRI CHAKRAMANBLUNDER
Divine Mother abides in Sri Chakra. This is also known as Sri Yantra and Chakra-raja. This is the most supreme amongst all the
yantra-s. Uttara bhag (the chapter containing the benefits of recitation, also known as phalashruti) of Lalita Trishati elucidates Sri
Chakra in a comprehensive manner. Sri Chakra is the body of Shiva and Shakti. Sri Chakra is compared to a human body and
Shiva and Shakti are compared to the soul within. Sri Chakra is full of life and energy and should be worshipped with great
reverence. Any god or goddess can be worshipped in Sri Chakra, as all of them have a place in it. The book has three sections.
First section is titled “Journey to Sri Chakra”. This part elaborately deals with Sri Nagara the outer portion of Sri Chakra. We can
enter Sri Chakra only after crossing Sri Nagara, which has several forts guarded by different gods and goddesses. Our journey to
Sri Chakra begins from Sri Nagara. During this journey, we worship various gods, goddesses, sages and saints. We also come
across various rivers, ponds, forests and gardens. When we have traversed through Sri Nagara, we are able to see Sri Chakra
and we continue our journey towards the innermost triangle after passing through various devi-s guarding Lalitambika by
remaining in various triangles of Sri Chakra. We worship them and finally proceed to the innermost triangle where we are
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completely purified. Inside the triangle, we are blessed to have darshan of Lalitambika. After spending sometime at Her feet She
takes us to Shiva in the Bindu to get us liberated. The second section of the book deals with Navavarana Puja. Every aspect of
mantras is explained in detail by quoting references form Lalita Sahasranama and other sacred Scriptures. This part of the book is
a complete guide to perform navavarana puja and all the mantras with explanations and images are given. This section of the
book is eloborate, as it contains mantras, images and explanations and detailed procedure for performing the Navavarana puja.
Third and final section of the book is Bhavanopanishad. Bhavana means imagination or formation of a concept in the mind. Like
any other Upanishad, this Upanishad also does not deal with practices. It helps us to contemplate our body with Sri Chakra. There
are totally thirty seven verses (some texts call these as sutra-s). Detailed interpretations are given for all the sutras. At the end of
this portion, we will be able to contemplate our body as Sri Chakra. Print edition consists of both Sanskrit and English texts.
English texts are given in IAST format so that, those who are not conversant with Sanskrit can pronounce the mantras properly.
Pronunciation guide is also provided. This book can be acclaimed as an encyclopaedia of Sri Chakra.
This Memory Book covers all the Memory Boosting Concepts and Methods and Memory Applications are described in a Practical
manner using Photographic Associations. The Brain is well described according to the Medical Terminology. This book develops
not only the Memory but it also provides a good platform to develop pleasing Personality. Certain aspects of the brain like Self
hypnosis, Relaxation and Breathing exercises, Visual Meditations, Importance of Yoga in Memory are well explained in the Book.
It is good enough for all age professionals. Vocabulary Building methodology is well elucidated in this Book. It is provides lucid and
phenomenal approach for boosting your Memory Power and provides Nine Success Keys to succeed in every walk of Life.
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